Abstract. This paper explores the history of suffixed semelfactive verbs in Russian, i.e., verbs like maxnut' 'wave once' with the ---nu---suffix. It is argued that the semelfactive aktionsart is best analyzed as a radial category orga---nized around a prototype with four properties: uniformity, instantaneous---ness, non---resultativity, and single occurrence, which are defined and dis---cussed in the article. This paper further demonstrates that there is a small group of verbs denoting bodily acts that meet these criteria in the Old Church Slavonic texts, thus suggesting the existence of an embryonic version of the semelfactive aktionsart in Common Slavic. Although the cue validity of ---nu---as a marker of semelfactivity remains stable, in Old Russian ---nu---with sem---elfactive meaning is shown to spread to auditory verbs, optical verbs, and verbs of physical movement, which are argued to constitute a radial category organized around prototypical bodily acts. This gradual expansion through the lexicon continues in Contemporary Standard Russian; in particular a number of semelfactive behavior verbs have emerged, although many of them are of low frequency.
Introduction
The Russian aspectual system is characterized by a division of labor between prefixes and suffixes. In general, perfective verbs are formed by the addition of prefixes with transparent spatial motivation, while imperfective verbs are formed by the addition of suffixes that lack clear spatial motivation. The only exception to this pattern is the so---called semelfactive aktionsart, i.e., verbs like maxnut' 'wave once' and stuknut' 'knock once'; these verbs are perfective although they are formed by means of a suffix with no obvious spatial motivation. 1 In view of its exceptional status in the Russian aspectual system, the question arises as to how and when the Russian semelfactive aktions---art developed. The objective of the present study is to shed light on this question based on an analysis of data from Old Church Slavonic (OCS), Old Russian, and Contemporary Standard Russian (CSR).
I suggest that the semelfactive aktionsart can be analyzed as a ra---dial category structured around a prototype with four properties: uni---formity, instantaneousness, non---resultativity, and single occurrence. The semelfactive aktionsart developed from an embryonic state re---flected in the OCS texts, where a few unprefixed verbs describing bodily acts display semelfactive meaning. I argue that in Old Russian ---nu---with semelfactive meaning spread to auditory verbs, optical verbs, and verbs of physical movement, and that these verbs constitute a radial category structured around prototypical bodily acts. The ex---pansion through the verbal lexicon is shown to continue in modern Russian, where a number of semelfactive verbs outside the subcatego---ries attested in Old Russian have emerged. In addition to showing how the roots of the Russian semelfactive extend far back in the his---tory of the Slavic languages, the present study shows that the radial category provides a valuable tool for analyzing the development of morphological categories over time.
After a clarification of the notion of semelfactive in section 2, section 3 explores the embryonic stage in the OCS texts, before we turn to the expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart in Old Russian and modern Russian in sections 4 and 5. The contribution of the article is summarized in section 6.
1 Some researchers, notably Isačenko (1960: 251-73) and Dickey and Janda (2009) , con---sider verbs like sglupit' 'do one stupid thing' with the prefix s---to be semelfactives. Verbs of this type will not be discussed in the present study, since they represent an independent and later development (Dickey and Janda 2009: 241) . A general discus---sion of aktionsart and comparison with the other Russian aktionsarten (or "procedur---als", Russian sposoby dejstvija) is beyond the scope of the present study, since it is un---controversial that semelfactives represent one of the Russian aktionsarten, i.e., certain semantic modifications of a base verb expressed by prefixes and/or suffixes (see Isačenko 1960: 216 and Zaliznjak and Šmelev 2000: 104 for discussion). Zaliznjak and Šmelev (2000: 118) define semelfactive verbs as "verbs that denote one 'quantum' of the activity described by the base verb". 2 This definition raises the question of what a quantum is. While a quantum refers to one event (one handwave or one knock) in a series of, e.g., knocking or waving events, there are two properties that are relevant and require elaboration: uniformity and instantaneousness. Semelfactives are typically formed from activities that consist of repe---titions of uniform subevents such as maxat' 'wave' and stučat' 'knock'; for all practical purposes each hand wave or knock in a series is identi---cal. Activities that do not consist of repetitions of uniform subevents are less likely to form semelfactives. Thus, since rabotat' does not nec---essarily describe the repetition of identical operations, we do not ex---pect a semelfactive to be formed from this verb. However, we are not dealing with a clear---cut division line; the fact that there are a few at---testations of rabotnut' 'do one lick of work' in the Russian National Corpus shows that it is possible (albeit not very natural) to construe 'work' as an activity consisting of sufficiently uniform subevents to motivate the formation of a semelfactive. 3 Examples like rabotnut' suggest that semelfactives are best described as radial categories, i.e., networks of related subcategories organized around a prototype (Lakoff 1987) . The radial category allows us to place events on a scale ranging from prototypical semelfactives with uniform subevents to peripheral category members such as rabotnut'. At the same time, the radial category does not force us to postulate an arbitrary cutoff point on this scale, which would arbitrarily separate semelfactive verbs from non---semelfactive verbs.
What Is a Semelfactive Verb?
The property of instantaneousness also illustrates the advantages of radial categories organized around prototypes. Semelfactive verbs are normally instantaneous or punctual in the sense that the relevant quanta are conceptualized as having minimal duration. Therefore,verbs like maxnut' and stuknut' are compatible with momentaneous adverbials such as vdrug 'suddenly ' and vnezapno 'suddenly' (cf. Smith 1997: 246) . However, Isačenko (1974: 398) has shown that in---stantaneousness is not an absolute requirement, pointing out that kutnut' 'to go on a binge' may describe a drinking and partying sub---event of considerable duration. However, there is no doubt that sem---elfactives typically are instantaneous. The radial category structured around a prototype enables us to accommodate peripheral examples such as rabotnut' and kutnut', while at the same time we capture the generalization that the properties of uniform and instantaneous quanta describe prototypical semelfactives.
A property of semelfactives that is not captured by Zaliznjak and Šmelev's (2000: 118) definition cited above is the fact that semelfactives tend to be non---resultative, in the sense that they do not culminate in a change of state (see, e.g., Smith 1997 (see, e.g., Smith : 246, Šatunovskij 2009 . In the case of maxnut', which is typical, we are dealing with cyclic subevents whereby the hand moves and then resumes its initial position, after which a new cycle of hand movements can begin. However, even though non---resultativity is characteristic of prototypical semelfactives, this is not a necessary condition for membership in the category, as illustrated by examples such as prygnut' 'jump once'. Admittedly, a sentence such as on prygnul 'he jumped' will most likely be interpreted as describing one jump up in the air and a landing on the same spot. This is non---resultative in the sense described above; the subject re---sumes his/her initial position and is ready to perform a new jump of the same type. However, in a sentence like the following the described event is resultative since it does indeed involve a change of state; the subject ends up on the other side of the fence after the jump: 4 (1) On […] prinužden byl prygnut' čerez zabor.
[Turgenev 1859] 'He was forced to jump over the fence.' Different scholars use "resultativity" and the closely related term "telicity" in different ways, but an in---depth discussion is beyond the scope of the present study (see, however, Dickey 2008 : 331 for discus---sion of telicity). Suffice it to say that "resultativity" as defined above 4 All examples from CSR that are cited in the present study are excerpted from the Russian National Corpus available at www.ruscorpora.ru.
typically correlates with a low degree of affectedness of the partici---pants; if an action does not culminate in a change of state the partici---pants are not likely to be affected. However, this is not an all---or---noth---ing affair. By way of example, consider maxnut' 'wave', which is a typical non---resultative semelfactive verb insofar as the hand goes back to its initial position again after the waving gesture has been com---pleted. Thus there is no change of state. However, when waving is used as a way of conveying a message, the addressee receives a mes---sage and in this sense is affected by the waving.
Before we leave the properties of prototypical semelfactives, it is worth pointing out that the term "semelfactive" (from Latin semel 'once' and facere 'make') is potentially misleading because it may cre---ate the impression that the relevant verbs cannot denote repeated ac---tions. However, semelfactives are compatible with repeated actions, as shown by examples of the following type, where the cuckoo cries three times:
(2) - Kukuška, kukuška, skol'ko mne let žit'? - kriknul on ej. Kukuška kriknula tri raza i zamolkla.
[Dombrovskij 1964] '"Cuckoo, cuckoo, how long am I going to live?" he shouted to her. The cuckoo cried out three times and then became silent.' In (2) the reading involving repeated events is forced by the quan---tifier tri raza 'three times'. When no quantifier is present in the context, the normal reading of semelfactives is of one single event. Even if the subject is in the plural, as in the following example, the most likely in---terpretation is that the subjects performed one scream jointly:
(3) Ja snjala trubku, govorju: - Alle! A oni kriknuli: - Ty, tam! [Sadur 1989] 'I picked up the telephone saying, "Hello!" And they shouted, "You there!"' While most scholars agree that ---nu---is a marker of semelfactivity in CSR, there is often disagreement about the analysis of individual verbs. Is kosnut'sja 'touch', for instance, a semelfactive verb or just a (natural) perfective? Isačenko (1962 Isačenko ( /1974 argues that it is a nor---mal perfective, and most dictionaries seem to agree (cf. Evgen'eva 1999 and Ožegov and Švedova 2001) . However, Ušakov (1935 Ušakov ( -40/2008 classifies kosnut'sja as both a normal perfective and a semelfactive ("sov[eršennyj vid] i odnokr[atnyj sposob dejstvija] k kasat'sja"), and Berkov (2011) lists kosnut'sja as a semelfactive verb in the entry for the imperfective kasat'sja 'touch'. The question is not trivial empirically or theoretically.
On the one hand, verbs like kosnut'sja occur in the contexts that are prototypical for semelfactives. In the following example, which in---cludes the momentaneous adverbial vdrug 'suddenly', we are dealing with an instantaneous act whereby an arm reaches out, touches the face and then moves away from the face again:
(4) On uže načal zasypat', kak vdrug ego lica kosnulas' detskaja ruka.
[Simonov 1955-59] 'He was already beginning to fall asleep when suddenly the hand of a child touched his face.' On the other hand, kosnut'sja is also attested in contexts with prop---erties that seem incompatible with semelfactives, such as duration. While adverbials of duration like nenadolgo 'for a short while' appear to be incompatible with prototypical semelfactives like kašljanut' 'cough', kosnut'sja is attested in combination with nenadolgo in exam---ples of the following type, where the event cannot be conceptualized as instantaneous:
(5) Nužno, čtoby každaja kletka «zaxvatyvala» na poverxnosti solnečnyj luč, prežde čem nenadolgo kosnut'sja dna, propustiv k solncu drugie kletki. ["Texnika-molodeži", 1977] 'It is necessary for each cell to "capture" a ray of sunlight on the surface before it briefly touches the bottom, allowing other cells access to the sun.' In addition, kosnut'sja differs from maxnut' and stuknut' in that the corresponding imperfective verb kasat'sja can denote a state rather than an activity consisting of a series of uniform and instantaneous subevents.
The question now arises as to whether a stative---base verb and compatibility with adverbials of duration force us to conclude that kosnut'sja is not a semelfactive. As we have seen, the criteria discussed above do not enable us to draw a clear---cut boundary between sem---elfactives and other perfective verbs. Moreover, we have seen that even relatively uncontroversial examples of semelfactive verbs such as prygnut' 'jump once' (cf., e.g., Ožegov and Švedova 2001, Evgen'eva 1999) are attested in contexts that are normally considered to be at variance with the semelfactive aktionsart (e.g., prygnut' čerez zabor 'jump over the fence' in (1) above).
Rather than trying to decide whether kosnut'sja is a semelfactive in CSR, I argue that this is not the right question to ask. Instead of trying to draw a clear---cut boundary between semelfactives and other perfec---tive verbs, what we need is a linguistic framework that is flexible enough to capture the differences and similarities along the continuum from prototypical semelfactives via peripheral semelfactives to other perfective verbs, thus assessing the degree of prototypicality rather than the presence or absence of a distinctive feature, such as [+semelfactive] . Cognitive linguistics offers such a framework by means of its emphasis on radial categories organized around proto---types. In sum, I propose that the semelfactive aktionsart represents a radial category where the prototypical subcategory posits the proper---ties uniformity, instantaneousness, non---resultativity, and single occur---rence, but where deviations from one or more features are attested in peripheral subcategories. This conception of the semelfactive aktions---art will inform the discussion of its origin and historical development in Russian, to which we turn in the following sections of this article.
Old Church Slavonic: The Embryonic Stage
In order to trace the origin and early development of the Russian sem---elfactive aktionsart, we must ask if there existed verbs in Common Slavic with prototypical semelfactive meaning, and if this meaning was associated with the nasal suffix that developed into ---nu---in CSR. In the following, I will show that there were a handful of such verbs. Al---though it is hard to determine to what extent the nasal suffix was grammaticalized as a morphological marker of the semelfactive ak---tionsart, it seems safe to conclude that at least an embryonic version of the semelfactive aktionsart existed already in Late Common Slavic.
Data
The fact that verbs with semelfactive meaning are attested in the South, West, and East Slavic languages suggests that the semelfactive aktionsart existed already in Common Slavic. However, in order to present a more precise account of the meanings of the relevant verbs it is necessary to examine how they are used in context. For this reason, in the following we turn to the OCS text canon. Although this text cor---pus does not reflect the speech of any one speech community at any point in history, these texts nevertheless shed light on the situation in Late Common Slavic.
The possible existence of a semelfactive aktionsart in the OCS texts is an open question. Most grammars (e.g., Diels 1961 and Lunt 2001) do not discuss the aspectual properties of the relevant verbs at all, and Dostál's (1954) classic study of aspect in OCS only classifies the verbs in question as perfective without exploring aktionsarten. Maslov (1961 Maslov ( /2004 ; see also Bertinetto and Lentovskaya 2011) asserts that there was a semelfactive aktionsart (Russian: "mgnovenno---odnoaktnyj (semel'faktivnyj) sposob dejstvija") in OCS, but does not discuss the use of the relevant verbs in detail.
Nesset 2012 sets up a database using data from Sadnik and Aitzetmüller 1955 and Aitzetmüller 1977 and reports that the OCS texts contain 78 verbs with the nasal suffix ---no---(the cognate of Russian ---nu---). However, the majority of the attested verbs are prefixed. Since what we are interested in in the present study is the relationship be---tween semelfactive meaning and the nasal suffix, the semantic contri---bution of prefixes represent a confounding factor, and prefixed verbs will therefore not be discussed in the following. Furthermore, many unprefixed verbs with the nasal suffix are imperfective and have meanings that are not relevant for the semelfactive aktionsart-a fact we will return to below. At least if we take a conservative definition of the semelfactive aktionsart as our point of departure, the list of candi---dates for semelfactive verbs is quite short, as shown in Table  1 , which contains all 14 unprefixed verbs in ---no---that are classified as perfective in Cejtlin, Večerka, and Blagova 1999. 5 5 I have not included pomanoti 'beckon, wave at, nod to' and pomęnoti 'remember' in the list, since po---may be analyzed as a prefix. In the case of užasnoti sę 'be astonished' we are possibly dealing with the prefix u---, and this verb is therefore not on the list. Are there any verbs in Table  1 that display all the properties char---acteristic of prototypical semelfactives, i.e., uniformity, instantaneous---ness, non---resultativity, and single occurrence? Drьznoti 'take courage, be bold', goneznoti 'avoid', and minoti 'pass by' do not correspond to activities that consist of uniform subevents. Some of the verbs in Table  1 are clearly resultative in that they denote a goal---oriented process that culminates in a change of state. This applies to dvignoti 'move ', mrьknoti 'get dark', and vyknoti 'learn, get used to' . When these verbs are set aside, we are left with eight verbs. With the exception of kanoti 'drip', which is attested only once, the remaining verbs are bodily acts, i.e., volitional actions performed by an agentive subject who moves a Gybnoti (4) 'die' is excluded since it is classified as biaspectual, i.e., used as both a perfective and imperfective verb. In addition to the verbs in Table  1 , Dostál (1954: 71) lists dъxnoti 'breathe', kliknoti 'cry out, exult', and krъknoti 'squeak' as perfective. However, I have not included the first two in Table  1 , since according to Aitzetmüller (1977) they are not attested as unprefixed verbs. Since krъknoti has only one attestation (in the Codex Suprasliensis, see Aitzetmüller 1977: 232) , it is difficult to assess its aspectual properties with certainty.
Verb
Gloss Number of attestations: drьznoti 'take courage, be bold'
body part in order to carry out the action. 6 The bodily acts in Table  1 fall into two semantic groups, according to which body part is central. On the one hand, we have the mouth---based acts dunoti 'blow', plinoti/ pljunoti 'spit', and zinoti 'yawn'. The other group consists of hand---based acts, namely kosnoti 'touch', rinoti 'push', tlьknoti 'knock', and tъknoti 'strike, pierce, wound'. We explore mouth---based acts in section 3.2 and turn to hand---based acts in 3.3.
Mouth-Based Bodily Acts
Mouth---based acts such as spitting, blowing, and yawning are all activ---ities that consist of uniform subevents that can easily be construed as instantaneous. Furthermore, these verbs do not lead to a change of state. When one act of spitting, blowing, or yawning has been per---formed, the agent is ready to perform another identical act. In other words, the mouth---based bodily acts are excellent candidates for sem---elfactive verbs. However, in order to settle the issue we need to go be---yond the lexical meaning and explore how such verbs are used.
For this purpose, I propose considering the spitting verbs in some detail. We have more attestations of plinoti/pljunoti than of dunoti and zinoti, and we are also in a position to compare plinoti/pljunoti to the unprefixed imperfective activity verb plьvati and the perfective pre---fixed derivatives zaplьvati and oplьvati, which are also attested. As shown in Table 2 , verbs with the root pli---/plju---'spit' occur in six epi---sodes in the OCS translations of the New Testament.
7 Episodes A, B, and C involve aorists or past active participles of plinoti. All these epi--- 6 Since we have only a single attestation of kanoti 'drip' it is difficult to pinpoint the exact meaning of this verb. However, the attested example is about a meteorological phenomenon, which suggests that the verb does not belong together with the bodily acts. It is worth mentioning that Dostál (1954: 71) 'Having said this, he spat on the ground, made some mud with the saliva, and put it on the man's eyes.' Characteristic of these episodes is the fact that the spitting event is embedded in a sequence of consecutive events that are performed by a single agent. The verb is used intransitively (in combination with a PP, 8 This is the version from Codex Marianus. The same form, the 3sg aorist plino, is also used in Codex Zographensis and Codex Assemanianus, the only other attestations of John 9:6 in OCS. For the purposes of this study, Codex Marianus is cited from the PROIEL corpus (http://foni.uio.no:3000/), while Codex Zographensis, Codex Assemania---nus, and Savvina kniga are cited from Jaap Kamphuis' parallel corpus of OCS gospel texts (http://www.jaapkamphuis.nl/index.php/parallel-corpus1).
rather than an object NP). Although the spitting is a means to achieve a goal, the focus is not on a change of state caused by the spitting itself; we are interested in what happens to the deaf and mute man, but not what happens to the ground after it has been spat on. In other words, resultativity is not in focus.
Episodes D and E in Table 2 have prefixed inflected verbs (either oplьvati/zaplьvati or the auxiliary verb načati 'begin'). All these episodes describe harassments of Jesus. By way of example, consider Matthew 26:67: 9 (7) Tъgda zaplьvaša lice ego i pakosti emu děašę. Ovi že za lanito udarišę. 'Then they spat in his face and struck him with their fists. Others slapped him.' In (6) we are dealing with a series of consecutive events, but oth---erwise the context of the prefixed verb in (7) is quite different from (6). Rather than a single spitting event, (7) describes multiple events, inso---far as there are several agents (the soldiers) and each agent may per---form one or several acts of spitting. Furthermore, the verb is used tran---sitively. This suggests that the event is resultative since the object (the face of Jesus) is directly affected by the spitting. The face gets covered with saliva and as a result Jesus is humiliated. The act is resultative in the sense that Jesus undergoes a change of state, and the narrative is about what happens to Jesus.
Comparison of (6) and (7) suggests that the unprefixed verb with ---no---is used about single acts performed by one agent, and that the verb is intransitive and non---resultative. Prefixed verbs, on the other hand, seem to be used about multiple acts carried out by several agents, and the prefixed verbs are transitive and resultative. This squares well with an analysis of the unprefixed verb with ---no---as sem---elfactive, and the prefixed verbs as non---semelfactive perfectives. How---ever, episode F in Table  2 complicates the picture. Here again Jesus is being humiliated by soldiers. This is described slightly differently in Mark 15:19 and Matthew 27:30. Mark describes several parallel events that taken together constitute the macroevent of humiliating Jesus. 10 (8) I biěxo i trъstьjo po glavě i plьvaaxo na nь. I prěgybajošte kolěna klaněaxo sę emu. 'Again and again they struck him on the head with a staff and spat on him. Falling on their knees, they paid homage to him.' The use of the imperfective activity verb plьvati in the imperfect tense form emphasizes that we are dealing with parallel and possibly re---peated events that are not sequentially ordered.
In Matthew 27:29-30, the same episode is described as follows: 11 (9) I sъpletъše věnecъ otъ trъniě vъzložišę na glavo ego i trьstь vь desnico ego i poklonьše sę na kolěnu prědъ nimь rogaaxo sę emu gljošte radui sę csrju ijudiskъ i plinovъše na nь prijęsę trьstь i biěxo i po glavě. 'And then they twisted together a crown of thorns and set it on his head and put a staff in his right hand and knelt in front of him and mocked him, saying "Hail, king of the Jews!" They spat on him, and took the staff and struck him on the head.' Here the episode is presented as a sequence, in which the spitting came first and was followed by the soldiers picking up the staff and starting to hit Jesus. The OCS text relates the spitting to the picking up of the staff, rather than the hitting per se. Since picking up the staff is an accomplishment, which lends itself to sequential ordering, it makes sense to conceptualize the spitting event as a bounded event too. This suggests that the unprefixed no---verb is compatible with multiple spit---ting events performed by several subjects, as long as they constitute one macroevent that is sequentially ordered with respect to other events. Resultativity is less prominent; the verb is intransitive, and the
10
The example is from Codex Marianus. The same form is attested in Codex Zogra---phensis, Codex Assemanianus, and Savvina kniga.
11
Citation from Codex Marianus. The same participle is attested in Codex Zographen---sis; Codex Assemanianus and Savvina kniga have the variant pljunovьše, i.e., the same grammatical form, but a different variant of the stem.
spitting is just one of several subevents in the macroevent of mocking. 12 Are examples like (9) at variance with an analysis of plinoti/pljunoti as a semelfactive verb? The answer is clearly no. While such examples are not prototypical for semelfactives, we have parallel uses of this kind in CSR, as shown in section 2 above. If one would use examples like (9) as counterarguments against a semelfactive aktionsart in OCS, one would be forced to give up the assumption of a semelfactive aktionsart in CSR as well-a move that hardly any analyst would be ready to make.
Before we leave the mouth---based acts, let us briefly consider the remaining two verbs in this group, namely dunoti 'blow' and zinoti 'yawn'. In John 20:22, dunoti is used as a prototypical semelfactive, in---sofar as Jesus performs a single act of breathing: ' […] who breathe the Holy Spirit into us.' Whereas in (10) the breathing is described as a separate event from the receiving of the Holy Spirit, in (11) these two events are "con---
12
As pointed out by an anonymous referee, one reason why plinoti is used in (9) al---though the context for a semelfactive verb is not prototypical is that the imperfective plьvati 'spit' cannot do the job, since it cannot occur in the aorist with the meaning "bounded activity" ("spit for a while").
13
The example, which is cited from Codex Marianus, is also attested in Codex Asse---manianus. Marianus has the aorist dunu, while Assemanianus has duno. 14 Text references are to page and line number of this edition. flated"; the Holy Spirit moves into the dative object through the breathing, and the breathing therefore entails a change of state in the dative object.
The last mouth---based verb, zinoti, is only attested twice, and both attestations are from Codex Suprasliensis. Here is one of the examples (cited after Severjanov 1904 Severjanov /1956 ): (12) Zino adъ usty svoimi.
'Hell opened its mouth.' Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact nature of this event, it seems likely that we are dealing with the sudden opening of the mouth of hell on one single occasion. This is compatible with the in---terpretation of zinoti as a semelfactive verb.
Hand-Based Bodily Acts
For hand---based bodily acts, kosnoti sę 'touch' lends itself to critical scrutiny, since it is well attested and competes with the prefixed per---fective prikosnoti sę 'touch'. Particularly revealing is the story about the woman who touched the edge of Jesus' cloak and was healed from the bleeding she had suffered from for twelve years. Not only does this story contain several instances of 'touch', it is told by three different evangelists and is attested in four different OCS manuscripts. Table  3 , which provides an overview of the distribution of kosnoti sę and prikosnoti sę, shows that while the prefixed verb is the most frequent option, the unprefixed verb is also attested. It is worth pointing out that both verbs occur in identical contexts. In the first sentence in the story, where the woman "came up behind him and touched the edge of his cloak" we have a prefixed verb in Mark 5:27, while Matthew 9:20 and Luke 8:44 display variation. It is not the case that a certain OCS manuscript prefers either variant. In Matthew 9:20, the unprefixed verb is found in Savvina kniga, while the other sources have a prefixed verb. In Luke 8:44, we observe the opposite pattern; here it is Savvina kniga that displays the prefixed variant, while the other manuscripts present the unprefixed verb. This suggests that the two verbs must have had (nearly) identical meanings. In addition to illustrating the free variation between kosnoti sę and prikosnoti sę, the data in Table 3 also indicate that kosnoti sę is used about sequentially ordered events that are conceived of as instantane---ous and non---resultative. The woman's touching the edge of Jesus' cloak is most likely instantaneous, and although the episode as a whole has tremendous consequences for the woman's health, this is not the result of the touching event per se, but a result of the power going out from Jesus. In section 2, I argued that the modern Russian verb kosnut'sja is a semelfactive verb (albeit not a prototypical one). Since the situations in OCS and CSR seem quite parallel, I conclude that kosnoti was a (somewhat non---prototypical) semelfactive verb in OCS. 15 The remaining hand---based bodily acts are less well attested, and a thorough discussion of their meaning and use is therefore not feasible. The following example from Codex Marianus (Luke 12:36) illustrates the use of tlъknoti 'knock': (13) I vy podobьni č҃ lkomь čajoštemь g҃ a svoego kogda vъzvratitъ sę otъ brakъ. da prišedъšju i tlъknovъšju abie otvrъzotъ sę emu. 'And you must be like men waiting for their master to return from a wedding banquet, so that when he comes and knocks they can immediately open the door for him.'
15
Although all the examples cited above involve the reflexive clitic sę, it is worth pointing out that unprefixed kosnoti is attested without the clitic. According to Eckhoff (2010) , the non---reflexive verb is only attested in (extraordinary) situations where Jesus heals someone by touching. Such cases may be considered resultative since the touch---ing leads to a radical change of state in the affected persons. The existence of such re---sultative examples provides yet another argument in favor of a prototype---based ap---proach to the semelfactive aktionsart, insofar as it illustrates that kosnoti is not a proto---typical semelfactive verb. At the same time it is interesting to note that the non---resulta---tive type with the clitic is much more frequent (Eckhoff counts 26 examples with the reflexive clitic, and only 8 without) and that it is the version with the clitic that has survived in modern Russian, where only kosnut'sja, but not *kosnut' is attested. This suggests that the meaning of the reflexive clitic (non---resultativity) is more compatible with the meaning of the semelfactive aktionsart than the resultative meaning of the cliticized verb. While the relationship between the semelfactive suffix and the ---sja postfix is an interesting topic for future research, it is beyond the scope of the present article.
The adverbial abie 'immediately' suggests that this is a sudden knocking event that is compatible with analyzing tlъknoti as a sem---elfactive verb. Likewise, the following example from Codex Su---prasliensis (Severjanov 1904 (Severjanov /1956 with tъknoti 'strike' is com---patible with semelfactive meaning, since Alexander was hit once, as is evident from the context: (14) […] pristrašenъ byvъ. tъkno aleхandra.
'Having been scared, he struck at Alexander.' The last verb that may possibly be classified as a bodily act is rinoti, which Lunt (1969) glosses as 'push'. However, it is only attested in the following example from Codex Suprasliensis (Severjanov 1904 (Severjanov /1956 where it co---occurs with the reflexive clitic sę and appears to signal the sudden onset of throwing insults and fighting: (15) To slyšavъše otъ svjatogo moža grada togo moži rinošę sę na ukorizny i bьjenьja. 'Having heard this from the holy man the men of the town set to throwing insults and fighting.' In order to clarify the lexical meaning of rinoti, we are forced to consider prefixed verbs like nizъrinoti 'throw down', which occurs in Luke 4:29: 16 (16) I vъstavъše izgъnašę i vonъ iz grada i věsę i do vrъxu gory na neiže gradъ ixъ sъzъdanъ běaše da bo i nizъrinoli. 'They got up, drove him out of the town, and took him to the brow of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw him down the cliff.' This example clearly involves a bodily act, and although the transla---tion uses the word throw it is likely that the intention of the crowd was to push Jesus so that he would fall off the cliff. In other words, Lunt's glossing of rinoti as 'push' may not be far off the mark. Was rinoti a 16 Example cited from Codex Marianus. Codex Zographensis, and Codex Assemania---nus have the same form.
semelfactive verb? While the available evidence does not suffice to es---tablish this with certainty, there is circumstantial evidence pointing in this direction. Since rinoti displays a lexical meaning closely related to the hand---based acts discussed above, for the purposes of the present study I will regard it as a bodily act with semelfactive meaning.
Cue Validity
Since it appears that both mouth---and hand---based bodily acts provide good candidates for verbs with semelfactive meaning, the question now arises as to whether the semelfactive was grammaticalized as a morphological category marked by the suffix ---no---. This question can be addressed in terms of "cue validity", which can be defined as the con---ditional probability that an item belongs to a particular category given a particular feature (see Bates and MacWhinney 1987, Goldberg 2006: 105ff.) . Goldberg discusses the relationship between verbs, construc---tions, and sentence meaning. Are individual verbs such as get or con---structions such as verb + object + path the best predictors (clues) of sentence meaning? Goldberg (2006: 106) argues that "speakers would do well to learn to attend to the constructions", since constructions provide a good basis for predicting the meaning of a sentence, while individual verbs like get occur in so many different kinds of construc---tions that they are of little help in predicting the meaning of the sen---tence. In the following we are interested in the relationship between the suffix ---no---and semelfactive meaning. In other words, what is the probability that a verb belongs to the semelfactive category (i.e., has semelfactive meaning) if it has the suffix ---no---(the cue)? The strongest case one could make is a one---to---one relationship between the suffix and the semelfactive meaning where all and only verbs with the ---no---suffix have semelfactive meaning. In this case the cue validity would be 1, since on the basis of the ---no---suffix we would be in a position to predict semelfactive meaning with 100% certainty. However, there is no such one---to---one relationship in OCS. As we have seen, only a hand---ful of verbs display semelfactive meaning, and there are several non---semelfactive verbs with ---no---in OCS.
If we count seven verbs with semelfactive meaning out of a total of 77 verbs with ---no---, we can calculate the cue validity by dividing 7 by 77, which gives a cue validity of 0.1.
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Needless to say, a cue that al---lows you to predict membership in a category with 10% accuracy is not very valuable. However, this calculation glosses over the fact that the OCS ---no---verbs represent a heterogeneous category. As is well known, some verbs preserve the nasal suffix throughout the paradigm, while other verbs have no nasal suffix in the past tense forms (aorist and participles). All the semelfactive verbs keep the nasal suffix throughout the paradigm, so it may be more meaningful to compare the number of semelfactives to the total number of verbs that keep the suffix throughout the paradigm (the ---no---preserve verbs), which is 30. Within this subset, the cue validity of ---no---is 0.2. The semelfactive verbs we are interested in in the present study are all unprefixed. A relevant comparison is therefore between semelfactive verbs and all unprefixed verbs. Since there are 16 unprefixed ---no---verbs attested in OCS, the cue validity of ---no---within the group of unprefixed verbs is 0.4. If we compare the seven semelfactive verbs with the total number of unprefixed verbs that keep ---no---throughout the paradigm-i.e., 11 verbs-the cue validity reaches 0.6, which is comparable to the cue validities discussed by Goldberg (2006: 107ff.) .
The cue validities are summarized in Table  4 . So far we have been concerned with type frequencies (numbers of verbs), but it stands to reason that token frequency is relevant as well (Goldberg 2006: 110) ; a highly frequent verb will provide better cues than a verb that is used infrequently. Therefore, I have included cue validities based on token frequencies in the rightmost portion of the table. These are calculated by dividing the total number of attestations of semelfactive verbs (i.e., 74) by the total numbers of attestations in the relevant groups of ---no---verbs given in the rightmost column of the table. Since the OCS reli---gious texts may not reflect natural speech of any particular speech 17 The total number of OCS verbs with ---no---is based on Nesset (2012) , who counts un---prefixed and prefixed verbs as different verbs, but who does not distinguish between different prefixations from the same stem, since the choice of prefix appears to have no effect on the occurrence of ---no---. Thus, gybnoti and pogybnoti are counted as different verbs, while pogybnoti and izgybnoti are not. If all prefixations from a stem are ana---lyzed as different verbs, the total number of verbs with ---no---will be higher. Nesset (2012) , who analyzes plinoti and pljunoti as different verbs, arrives at a total of 78 verbs, but since there seems to be no semantic difference between the two stem variants, plinoti and pljunoti will be considered one verb in the following, and accordingly the total number of verbs in ---no---is 77.
community at any particular point in history, the numbers in Table 4 should be taken with a grain of salt. However, it is interesting to see that the cue validities based on type and token frequencies are entirely parallel. Table  4 shows that the association between the ---no---suf---fix and semelfactive meaning is not very strong, although cue validity is much higher within the subgroup of unprefixed verbs that keep the nasal suffix throughout the paradigm. Although there is psycholin---guistic evidence that speakers can make generalizations based on clas---ses containing as few as six members (Bybee 2001: 29, 121 , and 124), we are dealing with a very small class of semelfactive verbs in OCS. On this basis I conclude that the semelfactive aktionsart was in an em---bryonic state in OCS. In the following, we will see how it developed in Old Russian and Modern Russian.
Old Russian: Expansion
In this section I will present and analyze a database of Old Russian verbs with the ---nu---suffix. While my data do not indicate that the ---nu---suffix increased its cue validity for the semelfactive aktionsart, the Old Russian evidence suggests that the semelfactive aktionsart spread to new types of verbs, notably auditory and optical verbs, and possibly also verbs of physical movement.
Data and Cue Validity
Compared to the OCS canon, Old Russian involves a larger and argu---ably more heterogeneous body of data-both temporally and gen---rewise. The term "Old Russian" covers a period of several centuries, according to some scholars from the eleventh through the seventeenth centuries, which is the time span to be studied in the present article. 18 The Old Russian texts belong to a variety of genres, ranging from birch bark letters, which represent a language close to the dialect of medi---eval Novgorod, to religious texts such as Saints' lives with Church Slavic linguistic features. In order to create a manageable and reasona---bly representative database, I manually excerpted all unprefixed verbs with ---nu---from two major dictionaries (Sreznevskij 1893 -1906 and Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. 1975 .
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This is a feasible task due to the existence of the reverse index of Sreznevskij's dictionary by Obrębska---Jabłońska and Dulewicz (1968) and the reverse index of Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. in the dopolnenija i ispravlenija vol---ume of that dictionary. The resulting database comprises 133 verbs, of which 48 are classified as perfective and semelfactive, 38 as perfective, but not semelfactive, and 39 as imperfective non---semelfactive.
(Eight 18
While it is customary to refer to the period from the 14th to the 17th centuries as "Middle Russian", for the purposes of the present study I will use the term "Old Rus---sian" for the whole period from the 11th to the 17th centuries, since this is the period covered by the main dictionaries from which my database was constructed. While the decision to treat the whole period from 11th through the 17th centuries as "Old Rus---sian" is controversial, it comes with the advantage of facilitating a study of the gradual change throughout this long period. Discussing individual examples or groups of ex---amples, I will pay particular attention to their earliest attestation in order to establish whether they belong to the oldest layer of Old Russian or represent more recent inno---vations. Terminological alternatives to "Old Russian" include "Old Rusian" (with one s) and "Old East Slavic". For the purposes of this study I have chosen the most tradi---tional and widespread term, namely "Old Russian".
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In order to avoid confounding factors, verbs with the Old Russian equivalent of the postfix ---sja were not included in the database. In an ideal world, the reflexive clitic sę should have been avoided in OCS, too, but in view of the small size of the OCS data---base, this was not possible.
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Notice that for the purposes of this study I count different spellings as orthographic variants of one verb. Thus, I consider gъlknuti and golknuti as variants of the same verb. Likewise, liznuti and leznuti are regarded as variants of the same verb. In this way, I follow the lemmatization practice of Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. (1975- ). verbs could not be classified due to insufficient information in the rel---evant dictionaries.) The situation is summarized in the pie chart in Figure 1 . The non---semelfactive perfectives include verbs such as goneznuti 'avoid' and taknuti 'confirm', while the imperfective group comprises verbs like gasnuti 'go out (about light)' and zjabnuti 'get cold'. In the following we will explore only the semelfactive verbs.
Figure 1. Nu---Verbs in Old Russian
Although many researchers (e.g., Silina 1982) acknowledge the ex---istence of a semelfactive aktionsart in Old Russian, the task of classi---fying individual verbs with regard to aspect and aktionsart is far from easy, since the dictionaries do not consistently provide such infor---mation. For the purposes of the present study, I regard verbs that are glossed by perfective verbs as perfective, and verbs with imperfective glosses as imperfective. Similarly, verbs are considered semelfactive if they are marked as odnokr. in the dictionaries or are glossed by semelfactive verbs. In a few cases, the definition given in the dic---tionaries includes a phrase that is equivalent to a semelfactive verb, although, strictly speaking, no semelfactive verb is used. For instance, krjaknuti is defined as izdat ' krik, krjakan'e (ob utke) ; since izdat' krik may be considered the equivalent of the semelfactive verb kriknut', krjaknuti is classified as a semelfactive verb as well. Admittedly, using glosses from dictionaries may not be an ideal methodology since it to some extent relies on modern Russian. However, the methodology was ap---plied in a conservative way and as shown in Figure 1 yielded a size---able proportion of verbs in the perfective non---semelfactive category. It is likely that some of the verbs that were classified as non---semelfactive may display semelfactive meaning, but for methodological reasons I prefer to focus on verbs for which we have clear indications of sem---elfactive meaning. In the following, we will consider text examples in order to see how these verbs were used.
The database facilitates an assessment of the validity of the ---nu---suffix as a cue for the semelfactive aktionsart in Old Russian. If we consider all non---prefixed verbs in ---nu---, the cue validity is 0.4, since 48 out of 133 verbs are semelfactive. If we instead narrow down our focus to perfective verbs, we get a cue validity of 0.6, because 48 out of 88 unprefixed perfective verbs with ---nu---are semelfactive. If we compare these numbers with the OCS data in Table 4 , we see that the cue va---lidities in Old Russian are not higher than in OCS. In other words, the quantitative analysis does not indicate that the semelfactive aktionsart has strengthened its position in Old Russian compared to OCS.
However, qualitative analysis of the verbs in ---nu---offers some evi---dence for a strengthening of the semelfactive in Old Russian, insofar as the semelfactive appears to have expanded to more types of verbs. The remainder of this section is devoted to qualitative analysis of verbal semantics.
Bodily Acts
In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we explored OCS semelfactive verbs denoting bodily acts, i.e., verbs where an agentive subject carries out an action by means of a body part. It comes as no surprise that there are numer---ous such semelfactives in Old Russian as well. Of the 48 semelfactives in my database 32 were classified as bodily acts. For the convenience of the reader, a full list is given in Table  5 . Table 5 is pljunuti 'spit', the OCS equivalent of which we explored in section 3.2 above. The following example shows that Old Russian pljunuti is used in the same way as its OCS counterpart: (17) Si slyšavъ, Volodimirъ pljunu na zemlju, rekъ: «Nečisto estь dělo.» [Primary Chronicle for the year 986] 21 'When he heard this, Vladimir spat on the ground and said, "This is dirty business."' This is a non---resultative verb that corresponds to an imperfective activity verb describing a series of uniform subevents, and since we are dealing with a single and instantaneous act, Old Russian pljunuti here behaves like a prototypical semelfactive verb. The similarities 21 Cited from http://lib.pushkinskijdom.ru/Default.aspx?tabid=4869.
Table 5. Semelfactive Bodily Acts in Old Russian
between (17) and the OCS examples discussed in section 3 are hardly surprising, since the occurrence of spitting in the Bible must have been familiar to the authors of the Primary Chronicle. For instance, accord---ing to Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv., the Ostromirovo Evangelie from 1056-57 has the aorist plinu in John 9:6, parallel to the OCS sources (cf. example (6) above).
The Primary Chronicle has come down to us in a number of sources, the oldest of which is the Laurentian Codex from 1377, but it is likely that example (17) reflects language use of the 12th century when the chronicle was presumably compiled. All the sources cited in Ostrowski's (2003: 636) interlinear collation and paradosis have the aorist pljunu (or the variant bljunu) or the participle pljunuvь, and all the major editions Ostrowski cites reconstruct pljunu. Table 5 also contains a number of hand---based acts, i.e., verbs in---volving hand movements, such as rinuti 'push' and pixnuti 'push'. Rinuti is attested in the so---called kratkaja redakcija of Russkaja Pravda: (18) Ašče li rinetь mužь muža ljubo ot sebe ljubo k sobě, 3 grivně, a vidoka dva vyvedetь.
[Akademičeskij spisok, cited after Grekov 1940 Grekov /1967 : 70] 'If a man pushes another man either away from or towards him---self, then he has to pay 3 grivnas if two witnesses are presented.' This example is compatible with a semelfactive interpretation, in---sofar as the conditional construction describes the consequences of a potential single instantaneous act of pushing in the future. The kratkaja redakcija is preserved in two sources from the fifteenth century, but it is possible that (18) reflects language use in the eleventh century when the kratkaja redakcija was first written down, since both existing sources have rinetь (cf. Grekov 1940/1967: 70 and 79) . Another early attestation of rinuti in Old Russian comes from birch bark letter no. 227, which is dated 1160-90 (Zaliznjak 2004: 375) . This letter contains the phrase torogo rinevь, which Zaliznjak (2004: 377) speculates may mean 'the two of us will give up trade', i.e., with a first person dual present tense (with future meaning) of rinuti. How---ever, as Zaliznjak points out this interpretation is uncertain because only a fragment of the letter has been preserved. Beyond showing that the verb rinuti was used in early Old Russian, birch bark letter no. 227 does not shed much light on the semelfactive aktionsart, since on Zaliznjak's interpretation of rinuti is used in the metaphorical sense 'stop, give up', rather than the concrete 'push, throw'.
Whereas rinuti is attested in the kratkaja redakcija of Russkaja Pravda as shown in (18), the later prostrannaja redakcija has a different verb in the corresponding passage that also permits a semelfactive reading: (19) Ili pьxnetь mužь muža ljubo k sobě li ot sebe, ljubo po licju udaritь, li žerdьju udaritь, a vidoka dva vyvedutь, to 3 grivny prodaže.
[Sinodal'nyj spisok, cited after Grekov 1940 Grekov /1967 : 125] 'If a man pushes another man towards or away from himself or hits him on the face with a stick, and the aggrieved party presents two witnesses, then he shall pay 3 grivnas. ' The prostrannaja redakcija, which may have been compiled in the first half of the twelfth century before the fragmentation of the Kiev state (Sverdlov 2006-11) , has come down to us in a number of ver---sions; example (19) cites the oldest one, which is dated to 1282 (Grekov 1940 (Grekov /1967 . Interestingly, instead of unprefixed pьxnetь some sources have the prefixed popъxnetь in the relevant passage. Although the prefixed verb is mostly attested in younger sources, the evidence adduced in the present study does not suffice to establish whether the protograph had a prefixed or an unprefixed verb. However, in any case it seems clear that the unprefixed semelfactive was used in Old Russian in the thirteenth century.
Auditory Verbs
The OCS data explored in section 3 do not contain any semelfactive verbs among auditory verbs, i.e., verbs where the subject (mostly an animal or a human) produces a sound. However, as shown in Table  6 , my Old Russian database comprises 13 such verbs. In order to illus---trate their use as semelfactive verbs, I will comment on two of them, namely svistnuti 'whistle' and njuknuti 'scream, call'.
The oldest attestation of svistnuti mentioned in Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. (1975-) 
20) Komonь vъ polunoči Ovlurъ svisnu za rěkoju-velitь knjazju razuměti: knjazju Igorju ne bytь! 'Bringing a horse at midnight, Ovlur whistled beyond the river: he bids Igor heed-Igor is not to be held in bondage.' Although it is difficult to establish exactly what kind of action Igor's helper Ovlur performed, the example is compatible with an interpre---tation as a semelfactive verb, whereby Ovlur produced a single in---stantaneous whistle sound in order to signal to Igor that help was on its way. Indeed, it is likely that Ovlur would keep his whistling to an absolute minimum in order not to make the guards who were watch---ing over Igor suspicious. It is worth noting that the modern Russian translations by Lixačev (cf. Ponyrko 1983: 409) , Botvinnik (Dmitriev and Lixačev 1967: 306) , Rylenkov (Dmitriev and Lixačev 1967: 330) , and Stepanov (Dmitriev and Lixačev 1967: 353) Zaliznjak (2007: 8) points out, most researchers suggest that it was written shortly after 1185, when Igor's campaign took place.
From Zadonščina we have the following attestation of njuknuti 'scream, call': 25 (21) I njuknuv knjazь Vladimerъ Andrěevičь gorazdo, i skakaše po rati vo polcex poganyx v tatarskix, a zlačenym šelomom posvěčivajuči. 'Prince Vladimir Andrěevič' called out (the war---cry) and was rushing with his army towards the regiments of the heathen Tatars, his gilded helmet shimmering (in the sun)' It stands to reason that prince Andrej produced one single, instan---taneous cry before the Russian troops started advancing against the Tatars, so (21) provides a good example of prototypical semelfactive verb usage from the late 14th century. It is worth noting that the mod---ern Russian translation by L. A. Dmitriev (2005-11) renders njuknuv as kliknuv klič 'having called out the war---cry' with the semelfactive verb kliknut'.
Optical Verbs
In addition to the bodily acts and auditory verbs listed in Tables  5  and  6, preserved in sources that go back to the sixteenth century (Kloss 1980: 4) , but example (22) may reflect language usage at a time closer to the historical events described in the chronicle.
The second optical verb, melьkanuti, has the variant ---anu---of the semelfactive suffix, which is otherwise only attested twice in my data---base (kašljanuti 'cough' and kopanuti 'shovel'). (23) Čelověkъ liše by vъ okoško pogljanulъ ili mežъ zubcovъ melьkonulъ, anъ by ego i ubilъ.
[letter from 1700, cited after Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. 1975- ] 'If a person would only see someone through the window or glimpse him between the boards of a picket fence, he would kill him.' It is unclear from the example whether melьkanuti has the intensi---fying or expressive meanings often associated with ---anu---(cf. Isačenko 1974 : 402, Kuznetsova and Makarova 2012 : 156, Makarova and Janda 2009 : 90, Sigalov 1963 : 70, Švedova 1980 : 349, and Zaliznjak and Šmelev 2000 , but it is clear that we are dealing with a sudden glimpse, which accords well with an interpretation of melьkanuti as a semelfactive verb. Although optical verbs form a small subcategory, they are theoretically interesting since, as opposed to the remaining subcategories, optical verbs do not have agentive subjects. While agentive subjects are the norm for semelfactives in Old Russian, the optical verbs show that this is not an absolute requirement.
Verbs of Physical Movement
The final subcategory of Old Russian semelfactives is verbs of physical movement, of which I have one example in my database, viz., nyrnuti 'dash off, disappear suddenly'. Verbs of physical motion differ from bodily acts in that the whole body moves to another position. Al---though a single example is not sufficient to draw definite conclusions, the following example from archpriest Avvakum's pen permits a sem---elfactive interpretation, since it describes the sudden movement of a dog that escapes from a wolf.
(24) Makarъ Antioxijskij zaběžalъ vъ Gruzi, jako pesъ otъ volka v podvorotnju nyrnulъ, da podъ lesnicu sprjatalsja.
[Avvakum 1677 cited after Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. 1975- ] 'M. A. fled to Georgia like a dog escaping from a wolf by dashing under a gate and hiding under a staircase.' Before we leave the verbs of physical movement, it should be pointed out that there are verbs of physical movement with a nasal suffix in OCS that like nyrnuti describe movement away from some---thing. However, the OCS verbs goneznoti 'avoid' and izbegnoti 'flee from' do not seem to have had semelfactive meanings.
A Radial Category
We have now seen that there is evidence that four types of verbs dis---play semelfactive meanings in Old Russian: bodily acts, auditory verbs, optical verbs, and verbs of physical movement. I argue that these verb types constitute a radial category, i.e., a network of related subcategories organized around a prototype, as shown in Figure  2 . The figure lends additional support to the main idea behind the present study, namely that the radial category is a valuable tool for the dia---chronic analysis of the semelfactive aktionsart (and similar categories). In section 2, we saw that the very concept of "semelfactive" can be an---alyzed as a radial category structured around a prototype defined by four properties. Figure 2 shows that the various verb types that form semelfactives also constitute a radial category. Each subcategory is represented by a circle, which in addition to the name of the relevant verb type includes the number of verbs in the subcategory and the ap---proximate date of the first attestation discussed above. For the con---venience of the reader, the thickness of the circles also gives an indica---tion of the relative size of the subcategories (subcategories with more members have thicker lines). The dashed arrows connecting the circles stand for metonymical relations, i.e., contiguity relations such as PART---WHOLE and CAUSE---EFFECT.
and verbs of physical movement is of the PART---WHOLE type; while bodily acts involve movement of a body part (e.g., the hand), verbs of physical movement describe movement of the body as a whole. Au---ditory verbs are also metonymically related to bodily acts. Whereas bodily acts such as pljunuti 'spit' denote an action involving the mouth, auditory verbs like njuknuti 'scream, call' focus on the sound that is the result of a mouth---based act. In other words, we are dealing with a CAUSE---EFFECT relationship between movement in the mouth and the resulting sound.
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In a similar way, the optical verbs involve a body part, namely the eyes, but the focus is on the optical impression, not on the eyes' activity as such. The double---headed arrow between auditory and optical verbs represents the relationship between the two verb types that both involve sensory impressions (auditory or visual). Since bodily acts are not only the subcategory with the most members, but are also directly related to all the other subcategories through me---tonymy, I consider bodily acts the prototype, i.e., the central subcate---gory in the radial category network. across domains; see Radden and Kövecses 1999 and Panther and Thornburg 1999) . However, Peirsman and Geeraerts (2006) find the notion of "domain" imprecise and argue for a more traditional approach, whereby metonymy is defined in terms of con---tiguity relations. This debate is tangential to the present study, insofar as the relations in Figure  2 can be recognized as metonymy regardless of which definition one adopts. However, it is interesting to note that Peirsman and Geeraerts (2006) propose a defini---tion in terms of a radial category, where some metonymic relations are more prototyp---ical than others. In this way, Peirsman and Geeraerts's (2006) approach to metonymy parallels the prototype---based approach to the semelfactive aktionsart adopted in the present study.
Another indication of the close relationship between bodily acts and auditory verbs is the fact that there exist a number of borderline cases between the two subcategories, since bodily acts are often accompanied by sound. Kašljanuti 'cough' and xraknuti 'cough up' are classified as bodily acts, since the sounds here seem secondary. Pyxnuti 'snort', on the other hand, is included in the subcategory of auditory verbs, since this verb prototypically means to express anger by means of a sound produced by breathing loudly through the nose. A more realistic model would be to consider verbs like kašljanuti, xraknuti, and pyxnuti to be members of both subcategories at the same time. For simplicity I have avoided overlapping subcategories in this study, but it should be noticed that there is nothing in the theory behind radial categories that would preclude simultaneous membership in more than one subcategory.
Figure 2. Radial Category Network for Verb
Types with Semelfactive Meaning Figure 2 facilitates comparison of semelfactives in OCS and Old Russian. In the previous section we saw that all the attested OCS sem---elfactives were bodily acts, so it seems that semelfactives were com---patible with a more narrowly defined range of verb types in OCS compared to Old Russian. How can we understand this difference? Two interpretations come to mind. First, it is possible that the sem---elfactive aktionsart had a very narrow distribution in Late Common Slavic (as indicated by the OCS data), but that the semelfactive akti---onsart then spread to more verb types in Old Russian. However, an 32 Bodily acts 11th century 1 Verb of motion 17th century 13 Auditory verbs 12th century 2 Optical verbs 13th century alternative interpretation is also conceivable, whereby the broader distribution of attested semelfactives in Old Russian is simply due to the fact that Old Russian represents a much larger and more diverse body of texts than OCS. In other words, according to this alternative hypothesis, if the OCS corpus had been larger and comprised of more genres, we would have had attestations of semelfactive auditory, opti---cal, and verbs of physical movement in OCS. Although the data sum---marized in Figure  2 clearly do not suffice to settle the issue, these data may speak in favor of an intermediate position. Since auditory verbs represent a relatively large group for which we have early attestations, semelfactive verbs of this type may have existed in Late Common Slavic, even though the OCS canon does not contain such examples. In view of the fact that we have fewer optical and verbs of physical movement and that the attestations are somewhat later, these subcate---gories may reflect later innovations during the Old Russian period. However, given the limited amount of data, this interpretation re---mains somewhat speculative, and further empirical work is required in order to confirm or disconfirm it.
Contemporary Standard Russian: Continued Expansion
Since the semelfactive aktionsart in CSR is better understood than that of Old Russian and OCS, a less detailed discussion of the CSR data is sufficient for the purposes of the present article. However, I will present data suggesting that the radial category's center of gravity is in the process of shifting from bodily acts to auditory verbs. Further indication of the expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart through the verbal lexicon is the emergence of semelfactive verbs outside the four subcategories attested in Old Russian. Kuznetsova and Makarova (2012) , who studied the relationship between ---nu---and ---anu---, have created a database of 2101 nu---verbs excerpted from the Russian National Corpus.
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Since the semelfactive nu---verbs represent a productive pattern in CSR (cf. Švedova 1980: 349 and Dressler and Gagarina 1999) , it is not unexpected that Kuznetsova and Makarova's database contains a large number of "occasionalisms" that are attested only a few times in the corpus. Such low---frequency 28 I would like to express my gratitude to Kuznetsova and Makarova for generously sharing their data with me.
verbs may have existed in Old Russian, too, but they would most likely not be attested in the manuscripts that have come down to us, since the existing body of Old Russian texts is much smaller and more restricted with regard to genre than the modern Russian texts available in the Russian National Corpus. In order to facilitate meaningful com---parison with Old Russian, all semelfactive nu---verbs with 50 or more attestations in the Russian National Corpus were culled from Kuzne---tsova and Makarova's database. All prefixed verbs and verbs contain---ing the postfix ---sja were excluded. The result was a dataset of 110 high---frequency verbs, which represent the well---established, conventional---ized part of the semelfactive category in CSR.
Before we consider lists of verbs and discuss the semantics of indi---vidual verbs, let us consider Table  7 and Figure  3 , which compare the distribution of semelfactives in CSR and Old Russian. The table shows the frequencies of the various semantic types in raw numbers and per---cent, while the figure compares percentages. In addition to information about high---frequency verbs, the table also includes information about low---frequency verbs, to which we will return below.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Semelfactives in Old Russian and CSR
(High---Frequency and Low---Frequency Verbs, Data on CSR from Kuznetsova and Makarova 2012) The table shows that the distribution for high---frequency verbs in CSR is very similar to the distribution in Old Russian. Admittedly, the per---centage of bodily acts is slightly lower in CSR (55% in CSR vs. 67% in Old Russian), but this difference is not statistically significant.
30 How---ever, Table  7 and Figure  3 include two differences that are worth men---tioning. First, there is a small subcategory of "miscellaneous verbs" that do not match any of the verb types attested in Old Russian, for example, psixanut' 'freak out ': 30 Pearson'ʹs Chi---squared test (χ---squared = 2.7237, df = 2) gave p---value = 0.2562, which indicates that the difference is not statistically significant. In this test I compared audi---tory verbs, bodily acts, and other verbs (i.e., the sum of miscellaneous verbs, verbs of physical movement, and optical verbs). I also carried out the same test, but excluded the category "other verbs" in order to test for the relative strength of the two largest subcategories, viz., auditory verbs and bodily acts. This test gave p---value = 0.5918 (χ---squared = 0.2876, df = 1). This is a clear indication that there is no statistically signifi---cant difference between the distribution of auditory verbs and bodily acts in my Old Russian and CSR datasets. Table 8 shows that we are dealing with verbs that denote certain types of behavior, or, to be more precise, instantaneous episodes of such behaviors. Some of the verbs are related to bodily acts. For instance, kozyrnut' 'play a trump' typi---cally involves a hand movement whereby a card is placed on the table. Nevertheless, kozyrnut' is not classified as a bodily act, since the focus is on this action's meaning in the card game, rather than on the physi---cal gesture. Although miscellaneous verbs constitute only 5% of the high---frequency CSR nu---verbs in Table 7 , they indicate that the sem---elfactive aktionsart has spread to new types of verbs in CSR. Admit---tedly, we cannot categorically exclude the existence of behavior sem---elfactives in Old Russian, but such verbs must have been less frequent if they existed at all, since they are not attested in the Slovar'ʹ russkogo jazyka XI-XVII vv. or Sreznevskij. 
'play a trump' šuganut' 'scare off' Another indication of the expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart in CSR comes from auditory verbs. As shown in Table  6 in section 4, in Old Russian the vast majority of these verbs denote sounds that hu---mans or animals produce by means of their mouths, e.g., svistnuti 'whistle'. Semelfactive verbs like svistnut' are indeed attested in CSR as well, but in addition the CSR auditory verbs include a number of verbs denoting ringing sounds. In Table  9 , which lists all the auditory verbs with at least 50 corpus attestations, the verbs that are not (primarily) mouth---based are given in boldface. On the assumption that such sem---elfactive verbs did not exist in Old Russian, or at least were too infre---quent to be mentioned in the major dictionaries, the boldfaced verbs in Table 9 offer some evidence for the expansion of the semelfactive ak---tionsart to new types of verbs in CSR. Table  9 . Semelfactive Auditory Verbs in CSR (Verbs Not Related to the Mouth Are Boldfaced)
'cry "oh!"' Although the behavior/miscellaneous verbs and the non---mouth---based auditory verbs discussed above suggest that the distribution of semelfactive verbs has changed over time, the differences between Old Russian and CSR are far from dramatic. However, so far we have only considered high---frequency semelfactives in CSR. Let us now turn to low---frequency verbs. If verbs with very few attestations show the same distribution as the high---frequency verbs, this would be an indi---cation of stability over time. If, on the other hand, the peripheral sub---categories are larger among the low---frequency verbs, this may indicate language change in progress, since the low---frequency verbs often rep---resent recent innovations that have not yet become entrenched in the standard language. In order to find out what the situation is, I classi---fied all the verbs from Kuznetsova and Makarova's (2012) database that have three or fewer attestations in the RNC.
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Once again, prefixed verbs and verbs containing the postfix ---sja were excluded. The result---ing dataset contains 253 verbs. The distribution of these verbs is given in the two rightmost columns in Table  7 .
As shown in Table 7 , there are two differences between the high---and low---frequency verbs that deserve mention. First of all, the relative strength of bodily acts and auditory verbs is different in low---frequency verbs. While bodily acts are the largest verb type among the high---fre---quency verbs with 55%, among the low---frequency verbs auditory verbs constitute a larger group than bodily acts (39% vs. 34%). Al---though this is a statistically significant difference, the effect size is small.
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In other words, we are dealing with a small, but significant shift of the center of gravity from bodily acts to auditory verbs.
The second difference between the high---frequency and low---fre---quency verbs in Table 7 concerns the "miscellaneous verbs". While only 6% of the high---frequency verbs were in the miscellaneous cate---gory, this category constitutes 20% of the low---frequency verbs. This is a statistically significant difference, and the effect size is small to mod---erate. 33 Since the miscellaneous type is somewhat stronger for low---fre---quency verbs, we are witnessing an expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart to new types of verbs.
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I am indebted to Ms. Makarova for help with the semantic classification of these verbs, which are often not included in dictionaries. Notice that the Russian National Corpus has been expanded since Kuznetsova and Makarova created their database, so some of the verbs listed in Table  10 may have more than three attestations today.
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Pearson'ʹs Chi---squared test with Yates's continuity correction (χ---squared = 5.3065, df = 1) gave p---value = 0.02. Cramer's V---value, a measure of effect size, equals 0.1, which indicates a small effect size (King and Minium 2008) . Notice that for these tests I com---pared the numbers for auditory verbs and bodily acts without including the other subcategories.
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Pearson'ʹs Chi---squared test with Yates's continuity correction (χ---squared = 11.3727, df = 1) gave p---value = 0.0007. Cramer's V---value equals 0.2, which indicates a small to moderate effect size. Notice that I have counted verbs with ---nu---and ---anu---as different lexical items; although the semantic difference between, e.g., xvastnut' and xvastanut' is small, the ---anu---suffix in general carries expressive or intensifying nuances (Švedova 1980: 349) .
All the low---frequency verbs in the miscellaneous category are listed in Table  10 . The list includes a number of verbs describing vari---ous types of behaviors, e.g., bludanut'/bljadanut' 'fornicate', dristanut '/ dristnut' 'chicken out', dubanut' 'act silly', and rexnut' 'go crazy'. Other verbs denote physical reactions such as dubnut' 'freeze', trepetnut' 'tremble, quiver', and xolonut' 'become colder'. Since the physical re---actions involve the body, these verbs are related to bodily acts, but un---like the bodily acts, these physical reactions are not deliberate actions carried out by an agentive subject. Together with optical verbs, which are also not agentive, verbs denoting physical reactions indicate the expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart beyond verbs with agentive subjects. Table  10 furthermore includes several words related to com---puters, e.g., kopirnut' 'copy (e.g., a computer program), use a copying machine', xaknut' 'hack (a computer program)', and xelpanut' 'help (use the help function in a computer program)'. These words denote deliberate actions carried out by agentive subjects, but they differ from bodily acts in that they are disembodied since they take place in cyber---space. A related word is faksanut' 'send a fax'. Again this is a deliberate action, and although it involves the body (entering a fax number on a keyboard etc.), the transmission of the message does not presuppose moving body parts, so faksanut' is not classified as a bodily act. Words like djubnut', tyrnut' and čerdanut' that all denote stealing are also re---lated to bodily acts, although in modern times theft (e.g., identity theft) does not necessarily involve bodily movement. I have not classified the stealing verbs as bodily acts, since theft is defined in terms of the abstract concept of possession, rather than movement of certain parts of the body. Taken together, the verbs in Table  10 testify to the contin---ued expansion of the semelfactive aktionsart through the verbal lexi---con of CSR. With regard to the definition of semelfactive, I have explored four characteristic properties: uniformity, instantaneousness, non---resulta---tivity, and single occurrence. While all these properties are well known from the scholarly literature on aspect and aktionsarten in Russian, I have proposed that they define a prototype and that the semelfactive aktionsart is best understood as a radial category organized around this prototype. Instead of asking whether or not a given verb is sem---elfactive, a more insightful analysis is arrived at if we ask how close or distant a given verb (as used in a given context) is from the prototype defined in terms of the four properties mentioned above.
As for the situation in OCS, we have seen that there is a small group of verbs that meet the criteria for the semelfactive aktionsart. They are all bodily acts involving volitional actions performed by an agentive subject who moves a body part (mouth or hand) in order to carry out the action. Although the nasal suffix does not have high va---lidity as a cue for the semelfactive actionsart in OCS, there is sufficient evidence to claim the existence of a semelfactive aktionsart in an em---bryonic stage.
Did the semelfactive aktionsart expand in Old Russian? The data adduced in the present study does not indicate higher cue validity for semelfactive nu---verbs, but I have demonstrated that in Old Russian the semelfactive aktionsart is no longer confined to bodily acts but also comprises auditory verbs and optical verbs as well as verbs of physical movement. I have proposed that these types of verbs form a radial category where the peripheral subcategories (auditory, optical, and verbs of physical movement) are connected to the prototypical bodily acts through metonymical relations.
Concerning the situation in CSR, the data presented in this study suggest that the center of gravity is in the process of shifting from bodily acts to auditory verbs. It has also been shown that the sem---elfactive aktionsart is spreading to verbs beyond the four types at---tested in Old Russian. This tendency is particularly clear for low---fre---quency verbs, but even for high---frequency verbs there are a number of behavior verbs among the semelfactives.
In addition to demonstrating that the Russian semelfactive aktions---art has roots far back in the history of the Slavic languages, the present study paves the way for further research on the semelfactive and sim---ilar morphological categories. In this study, we have not considered prefixed nu---verbs or nu---verbs with the ---sja postfix. We have further---more examined only suffixed semelfactives, but many researchers also regard verbs such as sglupit' 'do a stupid thing' with the prefix s---as semelfactives. The question arises as to how such verbs can be inte---grated in the radial category proposed in the present study, and to what extent this radial category provides a good model for the histori---cal development of s---semelfactives as well as nu---verbs with prefixes and/or the ---sja postfix. However, while these questions are beyond the scope of the present study and must be left for future research, the analysis advanced in this study suffices to show that the radial cat---egory offers a valuable tool for the diachronic analysis of the semelfac---tive aktionsart and by implication for the development of other mor---phological categories over time.
